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BARROW HILL ROUNDHOUSE RAILWAY CENTRE
PROUDLY PRESENTS

RAIL ALE 2019
Welcome to Rail Ale, quite rightly billed as “the most atmospheric 
beer festival of the year”!  You’ll find plenty of beers on offer this 
year – over 350 – to quench the thirst, sourced from all around 
the UK including many brewed in South Yorkshire and Derbyshire.  
But of course that’s not all.  As well as a great range of ciders and 
craft beers, this year’s event also sees the return of the incredibly 
popular Rail Ale Gin Palace and – new for 2019 – the Prosecco & 
Wine Bar.

For music lovers there will be a fabulous range of live music in 
the marquee and on the main stage from jazz and brass through 
acoustic, country, funk and soul to rock and roll, and featuring 
some of the best musical talent in the region.  Returning for a 
third year due to their immense popularity and headlining on 
Friday night will be The Dukes of Pork, a band guaranteed to get 
everyone up and dancing the night away.  Rail Ale 2019 will come 
to a rocking close on Saturday with Sheffield’s most famous export 
after Henderson’s Relish – The Everly Pregnant Brothers!  You’ll find 
the music running order in this programme so you don’t miss out 
on any of it.  

Don’t forget to visit the Food Court which has even more food stalls 
than ever this year serving a wide variety of foods to suit every 
taste. 

Our ever popular Rail Ale shuttle trains will be running up and 
down the site throughout the day on Friday and Saturday until 
5.00pm.  So sit back and relax and let the train take the strain as you 
sup your drink of choice!  Our free bus service will also run a regular 
service between Chesterfield Railway Station (picking up at the 
Derby Tup pub in Whittington) and the Roundhouse throughout 
the three days of the Festival.  

A word now about our unique venue, the only remaining 
operational roundhouse in Great Britain, which has been such 
an amazing home to Rail Ale for the past nineteen years.  This 
wonderful Grade II listed building is still used today to stable 
and service the classic steam and diesel locomotives that serve 
as an unusual backdrop to the bars for the Festival.  In 2016 the 
Roundhouse was awarded £1.17m by the National Lottery Heritage 
Fund to fund vital restoration works as well as the construction of a 
new entrance building including café and toilets.  The new building 
was designed specifically to fit in with the marquee arrangements 
for Rail Ale!

Now back to Rail Ale and a big thank you goes to this year’s main 
sponsors: Everards, Fuller’s and Greene King; and our supporting 
sponsors:  Batemans, Blue Monkey, Castle Rock, Cornish Orchards, 
Marstons, Oakham Ales, Ossett Brewery, Timothy Taylor’s and 
Titanic.  Look out for their beers and ciders on the hand pumps on 
the Main Festival Bars and on the Cider Bar.    
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Thanks must also go to all our ticket outlets for their 
support of this year’s event and CAMRA with many 
members from near and far helping at this year’s 
Festival.  A big thank you to all the volunteers behind 
the bars and behind the scenes who have worked so 
hard to make this year’s event another great celebration.

For your safety, please keep within the designated 
areas which are clearly marked and do not 
attempt to enter barriered-off areas. Bringing 
alcohol into the Festival is strictly forbidden.  
Bag searches may be carried and alcohol, if 
found, will be confiscated. Alcohol can only 
be taken off site in suitable containers which are 
available to purchase. Please also note that although we welcome 
children during the day under 18s are not allowed on site after 
5.00pm under the terms of our licence.  We operate a ‘Challenge 25’ 
policy.

Allergy information for all products served at the Festival is 
available upon request. Please be aware that because this 
programme is printed several days before the Festival opens, we 
cannot guarantee that all the rinks listed here will be available.  
Please ask the bar staff for guidance if you have any questions.   

We hope you have an enjoyable day.  We always welcome feedback 
so that we can make the Festival even better.  If you have any 
comments, please email enquiries@railalefestival.com.   

Now for an advance warning of a must-not miss event….Next 
year we celebrate 20 years of Rail Ale on 14th, 15th and 16th 
May 2020! If you think this year’s Festival was good, you’re 
going to love what we’ve got planned for next year.  So get 
the dates in your diary now and we look forward to seeing you 
again in 2020!  Don’t forget you can find further details about 
Rail Ale on our website www.railalefestival.com.

The Event Organisers
Rail Ale 2019
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RAIL ALE MUSIC THURSDAY 16th MAY
Main Stage
8.00 Swansong Acoustic
A professional duo influenced by many genres and a vast repertoire 
gathered through the years, their show is varied and inspiring - a 
creative and eclectic experience.
9.00 - ABBA Revival
Triple award winning ABBA tribute band Revival takes their 
audience on a musical journey back to those heady pop-tastic 
disco days when ABBA ruled the dancefloor. The band’s stage show 
has proved a hit time after time, wowing audiences in the UK and 
around the world.

RAIL ALE MUSIC FRIDAY 17th MAY 
Café Bar Marquee
Throughout the afternoon New Orleans Heat Jazz Band
A seven piece band playing the old style New Orleans jazz, 
recreating the music of the crescent city,  be it a stomp, blues, 
hymn, spiritual or pop song of the day. “Helping to keep the real 
jazz alive!”
Main Stage
1.30 Adam Parrish
Talented composer and keyboard wizard who counts Rick 
Wakeman amongst his musical heroes, Adam will start off Friday’s 
Rail Ale music at a gentle pace to get you in the mood.
2.15 Melissa Cotton
A unique singer and prolific song writer, armed, literally, with a spell 
book of songs and a ukulele! 
3.00 Pancake Boy and Miss Shapen
A boy girl duo of mature years performing acoustic tunes past and 
present with a jazzy, sultry musical twist. Enjoy with a quality beer!
3.45 Kings of Rome
Martin plays an Ozark guitar bouzouki. Ian plays a Martin 000-
16GTE acoustic guitar, a Dave Freshwater mandocello and a Crafter 
green mandolin. The other Martin plays a mean fiddle, piano 
accordion and sings too. With added cajon by Bob “the big box 
basher” Carlisle. Sit back, relax, enjoy!
4.30 Shaun Byrne
Guitar player, singer-songwriter, usually to be found performing as 
1/3rd of Flint, ‘More & Byrne. This will be quite a treat for lovers of 
acoustic music.
5.15 She Said
A 5-piece female fronted band from Chesterfield, playing covers 
from all eras and genres, playing songs you wouldn’t expect!
7.15 Waking Vegas
A first-class party band, entertaining from beginning to end, with a 
repertoire incorporating dancefloor fillers old and new.
8.15 The Aups
“Aup, we are The Aups” and yup they’re back by popular demand 
after their set at Rail Ale 2018 - a fresh, loud covers band, busting 
out all your forgotten favourites.
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9.30 Dukes of Pork
These guys are becoming Rail Ale regulars – back for a third year 
– yes they really are that good!  Classic pop and rock covers band 
with tight rhythm section and guitars. These lads enjoy a laugh and 
a decent tune and are sure to get us rocking the night away.

RAIL ALE MUSIC SATURDAY 18th MAY
Main Stage
Café Bar Marquee
Throughout the afternoon Ashover Brass Band
A thriving high quality concert band with a musical repertoire to suit 
all tastes and occasions. Brass bands, they’re the future !
Main Stage
1.30 Sony & Alan
A friendly duo playing covers on acoustic guitar, vocals and piano.
2.15 The Double Sided Tapirs
3.00 Terry Faulkner
Irish folk is the main theme of Terry’s repertoire but he also sings 
songs of miners, travelling people, convicts, war and of course love, 
a little bit different from the norm and a fantastic treat of smooth 
and powerful vocals.
3.45 Dale & Robinson
4.30 Phil Ashmore
Phil has been writing music for a while now, songs about life, love 
and tragedy. Strung together with a few chords and a little sweat.
5.15 Jordan Rooker Band
This talented Sheffield musician and his band made their Rail Ale 
debut in 2018.  Since then they’ve been making quite a name for 
themselves around the country - expect well crafted melodies and 
above all real music.
7.30 Highway Child
A soul and blues review band from Sheffield and a main stay of the 
Yorkshire music scene, playing many festivals and gigs across the 
region and the UK. A band not to be missed if you love soul, funk, 
blues and having a good time. Boasting a classic rhythm section 
and a four-piece brass ensemble, the band’s sound is as big and as 
polished as the songs they play.
8.45 Steve Littlewood
Former bass player, comedian, impressionist and Freddie Mercury 
tribute artist.  Now bringing all of his ‘talents’ together as an 
acoustic guitar wrestler and entertainer.  Well known covers with a 
dollop of fun - acoustic therapy for everyone.
9.30 Everly Pregnant Brothers
We’ve saved the best until last – Sheffield’s finest export (after 
Hendo’s of course).  In their own words they are a power house 
of parody fuelled on best bitter, pork pies and raucous gigs. They 
regularly play to sellout crowds and are rapidly growing a cult 
following far and wide. Their humour and language is as broad as 
their lead singer Big Shaun which is all part of their charm as is the 
sing-a-long nature of their gigs.

            BREWERY 
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RAIL ALE FESTIVAL 2019 
BEERS A-Z

Note: Beer colours may vary from description
All beers subject to availability
Bar Key: MB1 = Main Bar 1; MB2 = Main Bar 2; MQ = Marquee Bar; 
DB = Derbyshire Bar

ABSTRACT JUNGLE (Langley Mill)       
BLUE BOAR                                                 4.5               RUBY             MB1
Dark with a hoppy aftertaste.
STURDY IPA                                                 5.6               PALE               MB1
A classic style IPA using pale malt and lots of big hitting 
American hops. Resinous pine and citrusfruits.                                                                                              
ALDWARK ARTISAN ALES (Matlock)                                      
FRANKENSTEINS PORTER                      5.4              BLACK             DB
Full flavoured porter.  Strawberries, liquorice, citrus and coffee 
all present.  Smooth to the touch with a strong mouth feel.                     
HARE OF THE HILL on hand pump     4.6             GOLDEN           DB
Strawberries and cream.  Hazy sunshine with a whisper of 
raspberry. A hoppy golden ale.                                                           
NOSTRUM GOLD                                      3.8             GOLDEN          DB   
A light golden special ale, a very refreshing, easy drinker. Hints of 
berries and grapefruit.                                                                                               
AMBER ALES (Ripley)                                                                                     
RIPPER on hand pump                           4.8             GOLDEN          DB
A pale IPA with rye malt and Columbus hops for spicy notes, 
topped off with Citra and Centennial.                                                 

EQUINOX                                                    4.4              BROWN          DB   
Copper bitter single hopped anddry hopped with Ekuanot hops.                                                                                                                         
MOTHERSHIP STOUT                              4.0               BLACK           DB
Full bodied, flavoursome stout that drinks way above its 
strength.
ASHOVER (Clay Cross)                                                                                     
BUTTS PALE ALE                                      5.5                 PALE              DB
Strong and pale with plenty of American hops in the style 
of a West Coast IPA.  The “Butts’ refers to the local quarry.                   
LIQUORICE on hand pump                  5.0               BLACK             DB
Rich full bodied stout enhanced by the addition of liquorice 
to the boil.  A nod to the Basset family’s Ashover roots.                 
MOSCOW                                                   9.5               BLACK             DB
Russian Imperial Stout brewed with dark muscovado sugar.   
Rich and complex.                                                                                     
RATTLE IMPERIAL RED                          7.4          CHESTNUT          DB
Red coloured ale with a malty character, robust fruit and a hoppy 
taste.                                                                                

            BREWERY (Location)                 ABV%     COLOUR      BAR
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TABLE BEER                                                3.5               PALE               DB
Low gravity, full flavour, hoppy pale.  Brewed in collaboration 
with Welbeck Abbey Brewery
ZOO on hand pump                               5.5               PALE               DB
Strong pale ale brewed with Mosaic and Citra hops.                                                                                                               
AURORA ALES (Ilkeston)                                                                  
DORADO                                                    3.6             GOLDEN          DB 
A remarkable beer; its full bodied flavour belies its strength.               
ECLIPSE                                                      4.2              BLACK             DB                                                            
Full bodied sweet stout.                                                                             
MOSAIC on hand pump                       5.3              STRAW             DB 
A single hopped American Pale Ale with real citrus and 
tropical fruit flavours along with a long lasting hoppy bite.                                                                                                              
BARLOW (Dronfield)                                                             
ANASTASIA                                               7.5              BLACK              DB 
Strong dark and smooth with complex malt flavours, chocolate, 
coffee and a hint of fruit and hopped for a balanced finish.  
FULL MONTY                                            6.5               PALE                DB 
Strong full flavoured IPA with complex passionfruit, citrus 
and mandarin orange flavours and warming alcoholic finish.         
WAKATU                                                    5.0               PALE                DB 
New Zealand IPA.

BATEMANS on hand pump                                                                                           
DARK MILD                                             3.0              BLACK              MB1 
Creamy mild with a fruity palate, some roast character and a 
hoppy finish. GBBF Mild of the Year on three occasions.
SALEM BREW CO ERNEST                    3.8            GOLDEN           MB1 
Single British hop beer.  The Ernest hop brings a punchy citrus 
pineapple undertone with a crisp mouthfeel.
SALEM BREW CO DARK FRUITS PORTER  4.4              BLACK             MB1 
Black with a creamy mouthfeel, packed full of delectable dark 
fruits for a sweeter finish on this rich, nutty, spicy beer.
SKULL & HAMMERS                               4.0                PALE               MB1 
Perfectly balanced pale ale with a citrus and fruity flavour, 
leaving a smooth aftertaste.  Very moreish.
YELLA BELLY GOLD                                3.9            GOLDEN          MB1 
A golden beer brewed with American Cascade and Chinook 
hops for a refreshing citrus flavour and crisp dry finish.
XXXB                                                          4.8          CHESTNUT       MB1 
A superb classic bitter with a complex palate of robust hop 
flavour balanced by malt hops for a refreshing citrus flavour and 
crisp dry finish.

            BREWERY (Location)                  ABV%  COLOUR      BAR             BREWERY 

RAIL ALE 2019 SPONSOR
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BEERMATS BREW CO (Newark)                                                                              
FORMAT Vegan                                      3.9                PALE                MB1 
Pale ale with a hoppy finish, light citrus aroma and a hint of 
elderflower.
MATRIX IPA                                                5.4             GOLDEN          MB1 
American IPA with orange and grapefruit characteristics topped 
with floral and spicy notes.
MURKY MATTERS                                    7.5              BLACK              MB1 
Strong and sweet Imperial stout.  Malty with distinct caramel 
and liquorice notes.
SUM’MAT BLONDE                                 4.4             BLONDE            MB1 
A light fruity ale, delicately balanced with a subtle honey finish.
BENTLEY BROOK BREW CO (Matlock)                                                                             
SOLO Vegan                                              2.5             GOLDEN          DB 
Unfiltered golden ale with a refreshing, crisp bitterness from the 
generous use of American and British hops.
TURBO Vegan                                           4.0               RUBY                DB 
Unfiltered ruby bitter brewed using rye, oats and Caramel malts.  
Bitter with lingering sweetness and fruity aroma.
BLACK HOLE (Burton-on-Trent)                                                                            
BLACK HOLE IPA                                      5.2            AMBER              DB 
Dry hopped with American and New Zealand hops that give an 
intense fruity aroma with notes of grapefruit and pine.
BLACKJACK (Manchester)                                                                          
SESSION IPA                                              4.5               PALE                 MB1 
Second version of this beer, brewed with Simcoe, Galaxy, 
Summit and Topaz hops.
SIGNATURE                                               4.5                PALE                MB1 
Coffee pale ale – a collaboration with Second City Coffee. A fruit 
beer, hopped with Belma, Pacific Gem and El Dorado. 
BLACK SHEEP (Masham)                                                                           
VELO                                                            4.2               PALE                 MB1 
Pale ale brewed with Cascade hops and heaps of orange and 
coriander, with a dry, bitter finish.
BLACK STORM (Whitley Bay)                                                                          
BLONDE                                                      4.0            BLONDE            MB1 
A refreshing hoppy blonde with a subtle biscuit malt flavour 
and strong hoppy backbone from First Gold hops.
GOLD                                                           4.0      BLONDE          MB1
Deep golden bitter with roasted malt and flowery aroma with 
slight caramel and summer fruit taste from Styrian Golding 
hops.
IPA                                                                5.5         PALE              MB1
A dry hoppy IPA with a sharp, clean bitterness from Magnum 
hops.  An intense but rounded citrus, floral flavour and aroma.
PORTER                                                       5.2        BLACK            MB1
A chunky robust porter with a rich profile.  Plenty of chocolate 
and crystal malts, hopped with British East Kent Goldings.

            BREWERY (Location)                  ABV%  COLOUR      BAR
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BLUE BEE (Sheffield)                                                                              
AMERICAN 5 HOP VERSION 28         4.3                 PALE               MB1 
Version 28 of this beer made using five American hops – Mosaic, 
Mount Hood, El Dorado, Cascade and Columbus.
BRUT IPA                                                   7.4                 PALE               MB1 
Collaboration with Neepsend Brewery. IPA brewed for a bone 
dry champagne-style finish.  Late hop additions give balanced 
bitterness and a dry citrus flavour.

BLUE MONKEY on hand pump                                                                                             
BG SIPS                                                       4.0                 PALE               MB1
A pale intensely hoppy beer.  Brewer’s Gold hops impact 
enticing tropical fruit aromas and thirst quenching bitterness.
BLUBARB & CUSTARD                            4.8             GOLDEN          MB1
Wheat beer with the creamy taste and aroma of vanilla custard, 
followed by Olicana hops and the taste of British rhubarb.  
GUERILLA CHOCOLATE AMARETTO   4.9               BLACK             MB1
Award winning complex and malty stout with a rich chocolate 
aroma and flavours.
INFINITY PLUS 1                                         5.6              GOLDEN          MB1                                                                                                                
British Pale and Wheat malts, loaded with Citra hops and 
brewed to 5.6%, then dry hopped to give huge punch and 
aroma.
RED WHITE & BLUE                                   4.4                PALE                MB1
Brewed with a brand-new hop, Mystic, and five different British 
malts. A mixture of apricot and peach paired with zesty citrus 
tones of orange and lime is balanced with a complex malt 
profile providing notes of oatmeal, biscuits and caramel.

BOOT BEER (Repton)                                                                                             
BEAST on hand pump                          6.7                RUBY               DB
Rich dark fruit, light spice and chocolate roast aromas along 
with bitter fruit, raisin, fruit cake, gentle liquorice and toffee.
WILD WARRIOR Vegan                        4.8              AMBER             DB
A robust session New England IPA bursting with Chinook, 
Ekuanot and Mosaic hops, a heady mix of orange, lemon, lime, 
grapefruit and tropical fruits coupled with heaps of soft oats 
and wheat. 
        

            BREWERY (Location)                  ABV%  COLOUR      BAR             BREWERY 

RAIL ALE 2019 SPONSOR
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BOWLAND (Clitheroe)                                                                              
BUSTER IPA                                               4.5                PALE                MB1 
Well balanced IPA with tropical undertones.

BRAMPTON (Chesterfield)                                                                              
BRAMPTON MILD                                   4.9                RUBY              DB 
Dark, roasted and jam packed full of flavour.  Coffee, toffee and 
caramel tones tease the taste buds.
TERMINUS on hand pump                  4.2                PALE               DB 
A brand new beer, house beer for the recently refurbished 
Tramway Tavern.  Pale and aromatically hoppy.

BREW YORK (York)                                                                              
TONKOKO Vegan                                    4.3               BLACK            MB1 
Huge coconut and chocolate flavours with a tonka and vanilla 
bean finish. Really creamy and easy drinking.
X-PANDA Vegan                                      4.5                PALE               MB1 
Combining Brewers Gold, Chinook and Summit hops. Big, bold 
tropical fruit flavours with hints of gooseberry and melon. Full 
on IPA flavour at an easy ABV.
BRUNSWICK (Derby)                                                                             
BLACK SABBATH                                    6.0              BLACK             DB 
Multi-award winning strong ale as dark as the name suggests.  
Dangerously quaffable with smooth liquorice flavours.
PEAKED TOO SOON                               4.6              AMBER            DB 
A golden ale heavily hopped with Summit.
UBIQUITOUS                                           6.0                PALE               DB 
Strong pale ale single hopped with the ever popular Citra.

CASTLE ROCK on hand pump                                                                                    
COMPUTER WORLD                               4.3               PALE                MB1 
Pale ale dry hopped with Simcoe to give a refreshing citrusy 
and fruity taste.  Very moreish and fulfilling.
ELSIE MO                                                   4.7             GOLDEN          MB1 
Single malt golden ale with a refreshing citrus taste.
IT’S ALWAYS HONEY                              3.7              BLACK             MB1 
Brand new beer.  Honey nut mild brewed with responsibly 
sourced local honey – an experience not to miss out on.
SLEEPWALKER                                       3.9            GOLDEN           MB1 
Dry hopped with New Zealand Kohatu, Motueka and Nelson 
Sauvin hops to give stone fruit, citrus and subtle grape juice 
notes.
VIV ANDERSON                                        4.2              PALE                MB1 
Pilsner pale ale with Saaz hops.

            BREWERY (Location)                  ABV%  COLOUR      BAR

RAIL ALE 2019 SPONSOR
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CHARNWOOD (Loughborough)                                                                             
CHARMER                                                  4.5            BROWN           MB1 
Light tawny coloured bitter.  New Zealand and American hops 
give balanced soft fruit and citrus aroma, followed by floral 
citrus flavour.
CRAZY FOX                                               6.5              PALE                MB1 
Bonkers beer with punchy US hops.  Moderately bitter with 
biscuit and caramel malts balancing sweet alcohol and fruit 
flavours.
DELICATE FLOWER                                 3.5              PALE                MB1 
Blonde ale with crisp flavour and soft mouthfeel.  Hops from 
across the globe bring lemon, lime and tropical fruits to this 
beer.
ERMINTRUDE                                           4.0             BLACK             MB1 
The clue is in the name! This milk mild has a pure white head 
and a smooth subtle sweetness.
COLLYFOBBLE (Barlow)                                                                            
FLITTIN’ RED on hand pump               4.5         CHESTNUT        DB 
Reddish ale brewed with a different hop in each batch.
MILD, THA KNOWS                                 4.4         CHESTNUT        DB 
A dark mahogany mild.  Deep, rich and satisfying flavour with 
toffee, chocolate and coffee aromas.
‘SUP WIYO                                                 4.3              PALE                DB 
Straw coloured bitter with an aroma of tropical fruits full of 
flavour and zesty hop bitterness with fruity finish.
DANCING DUCK (Derby)                                                                            
ABDUCTION on hand pump               5.5               PALE               DB 
Tropical fruit flavours in balance with an enjoyable level of 
hoppy bitterness, a good malt character and a very clean finish.
DARK DRAKE                                            4.5             BLACK             DB 
Delicious malty caramel and liquorice flavours in a smooth 
velvety oatmeal stout with freshly roasted coffee and toffee 
finish.
DAVENPORTS (Birmingham)                                                                          
GOLD ALE                                                  3.9          GOLDEN           MB1 
Session ale.
IPA                                                                4.4              PALE                MB1 
Brewed with Fuggles and Mount Hood hops.
DEEPLY VALE (Bury)                                                                          
OPTIMUM                                                  4.2           AMBER              MB1 
Golden best bitter, well balanced with a satisfying bitterness 
and slight caramel taste with a subtle aroma of tropical fruit.

            BREWERY (Location)                  ABV%  COLOUR      BAR             BREWERY 
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DERBY BREWING CO (Derby)                                                                              
GODIVA PALE ALE on hand pump    3.6             PALE               DB 
Pale session ale single hopped with Godiva, giving a smooth 
soft bitterness to the beer.
THE YAK                                                      6.2             PALE               DB 
Pale ale loaded with Yakima hops.  A thirst quenching and gutsy 
IPA.  Dry and refreshing with a grapefruit citrus flavour.
DERVENTIO (Derby)                                                                             
CLEOPATRA                                              5.0           AMBER            DB 
Complex amber ale, rounded off with First Gold hops and a hint 
of apricot.
NOVA on hand pump                            4.2              PALE              DB 
New beer - pale ale.
DON VALLEY (Mexborough)                                                                            
ATOMIC BLONDE                                    4.3           BLONDE          MB1 
Vibrant refreshing blonde with Pilsner and Munich malts plus 
Goldings and Cascade hops giving floral and citrusy aromas.
BIT O’ THAT                                                4.0        CHESTNUT       MB1 
Smooth dark chestnut coloured Yorkshire bitter.  Hints of toffee 
and biscuit on the nose give way to a pleasant bitterness.
GONGOOZLER                                         4.5            BLACK             MB1 
Five malt smooth stout with chocolate and coffee aromas and 
Cascade hops to finish.  Presents a beautiful white creamy head.
GO YOUR OWN WAY IPA                       5.0              PALE               MB1 
British malts give a golden IPA with caramel notes.  Mosaic hops 
give tropical citrusy aromas and an American punch.
DRAYCOTT BREWING CO (Shardlow)                                                                           
EVE’S TEMPTATION                                3.9              PALE               DB 
English pale ale.
IRISH RED                                               5.0             RUBY              DB    
A traditional Irish red ale made using five different malts to give 
a rich malty flavour with a fruity finish.
LAMB & FLAG                                         4.0             RUBY              DB    
Dark ruby mild.
LORD HAVE MERCY PEANUTBUTTER PORTER   4.5        CHESTNUT       DB    
Traditional porter taste with rich peanut butter flavour and 
chocolate.
DRONE VALLEY (Dronfield)                                                                           
CARR LANE BLACK LABEL on hand pump   6.2            BLACK            DB 
Deep bodied black IPA.  Roasted malt and forest fruits nose.  
Strong malt profile, chocolate and liquorice with a light hoppy 
finish.
CHERRY STOUT                                        5.3            BLACK            DB 
Fruity and malty cherry stout, very full bodied and well 
balanced.

            BREWERY (Location)                  ABV%  COLOUR      BAR
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DRONFIELD BEST BITTER                     4.3          AMBER              DB
Bright amber copper best bitter full of flavour and depth.

DUKERIES (Worksop)                                                                              
RAY OF SUNSHINE                                  4.2             PALE               MB1 
Golden citrus ale with hints of mango and tropical fruits 
throughout, with a mild strength bitter finish.
BESS OF HARDWICK                              5.7             PALE               MB1 
An American pale ale.  Citrus and floral with herbal 
characteristics.

EVERARDS on hand pump                                                                                             
MILD NO 1                                                 3.6            BLACK            MB1 
A rich dark brown colour with notes of sweet deep roasted malt 
and caramel, a lightly hopped ale with a spicy finish.
OLD ORIGINAL                                         5.2        CHESTNUT       MB1 
The ultimate strong beer with rich and fruity flavours.
SUFFRAGETTE                                         3.5              PALE               MB1 
Commemorating 100 years of the suffragette movement, this 
bold pale ale has a strong hop flavour and aroma.
SUNCHASER                                            4.0          GOLDEN          MB1 
A thirst quenching beer made in the style of a continental lager.  
Brewed with Tettnang hops and Lager malt to give a subtle 
zesty flavour with notes of lemon and honey. 
TIGER                                                        4.2           BROWN           MB1 
Perfectly balanced ale with carefully selected British hops and 
premium Maris Otter malt, giving a subtle toffee aroma and 
copper colour.

FALSTAFF (Derby)                                                                                            
DARK SIDE on hand pump                  6.0              RUBY             DB 
Deep red in colour with dark chocolate and plum aromas.  
Fruity bitter chocolate flavours and finish.
MILLY                                                           4.2           GOLDEN        DB 
American style pale ale.

FULLER’S on hand pump                                                                                          
BOTANIST’S BATCH                                 4.4             PALE               MB1 
A lot of citrus on the nose, and a little bit of spice from the 
pepper. Juniper berries, lemon peel and coriander have been 
added to the brew for a beer with a unique springtime twist.

            BREWERY (Location)                  ABV%  COLOUR      BAR             BREWERY 

RAIL ALE 2019 SPONSOR

RAIL ALE 2019 SPONSOR
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ESB                                                            5.5       CHESTNUT         MB1 
Rich mahogany, aromas of marmalade balanced by soft malt 
toffee. Hops impart peppery notes and hints of citrus fruit.
LONDON PORTER                                  5.4            BLACK             MB1 
Brown, Crystal and Chocolate malts bring earthy character; 
creamy hints of coffee and chocolate carry onto the tongue.
LONDON PRIDE                                      4.1          AMBER             MB1 
Tawny coloured, sweet raisin, biscuit and dried fruit notes from 
Crystal malt, piney herbs emanate from the hops.
OLIVER’S ISLAND                                   3.8          GOLDEN           MB1 
Golden with delicate floral and citrus aromas, biscuity, 
grapefruit flavour, tropical zesty notes with a crisp malty finish.

FURNACE (Derby)                                                                                             
FUN SPONGE Vegan and GF               4.5            PALE                 DB 
Great session beer.  Citrus and tropical but not overpowering.
GRASSHOPPER (Langley Mill)                                                                                           
DEVIL’S HORSE on hand pump         4.3            BLACK              DB
Full bodied creamy Irish stout, with flaked and roasted barley, 
crushed oats, Chocolate and Crystal malts and English hops.
KNEE HIGH                                               3.8             PALE                DB
A generously hopped thirst quenching citrusy ale made with 
extra pale malts and wheat for a clean crisp taste.
KUNG FU                                                  4.2             PALE                DB    
A powerful, hoppy and bitter Anglo-American IPA.  English and 
American hops combined with finest extra pale and Vienna 
malts. 
NYMPH on hand pump                       4.2        CHESTNUT        DB 
Copper/red rye beer with six malts and three English hops, a 
fruity aroma and subtle rye flavour; treacle and caramel smooth 
finish.
GREAT HECK (Goole)                                                                                           
MOSAIC                                                      4.5        GOLDEN            MB1 
Golden ale single hopped with Mosaic, which brings assorted 
aromas and flavours of earthy, fruity, tropical and floral notes.
TREASURE IPA                                         4.8         GOLDEN            MB1 
Golden IPA with a little bitterness and tropical fruit notes from 
American hops added late in the boil and during fermentation.
GREEN DUCK (Stourbridge)                                                                                         
DUCK & COVER                                       4.2             PALE                 MB1 
Session IPA.  Marris Otter malt with Mosaic and Simcoe hops in 
a riot of blueberry, tangerine, papaya and passionfruit.
LITTLE GIANT                                          3.8            BLACK              MB1 
A little stout with giant amounts of flavour.  Decaffeinated 
espresso and a blend of oats and Chocolate malt.

            BREWERY (Location)                  ABV%  COLOUR      BAR
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GREENE KING on hand pump                                                                               

ABBOT ALE                                                5.0        CHESTNUT        MQ 
Full flavoured, mature beer brewed using Pale, Amber and 
Crystal malts giving masses of fruit character and malty 
richness.
BELHAVEN 1719                                       4.5             PALE                MQ 
300th anniversary pale ale, triple hopped with Centennial, 
Mandarina Bavaria and Galaxy hops giving a citrus tropical fruit 
character.
BELHAVEN INTERGALACTIC LAGER Keg  5.0      BLONDE            MQ 
Dry hopped lager using Cascade, Centennial and Columbus, 
releasing a bouquet bursting with malt, citrus, fruit and flowers.
BELHAVEN TWISTED GRAPEFRUIT Keg    5.3          PALE               MQ 
A zingy grapefruit IPA, 100% Scottish malt hopped with 
Chinook and Mandarina Bavaria for orange and grapefruit citrus 
notes.
CRAFT ACADEMY ICEBREAKER PALE Keg  4.5        PALE               MQ 
Bold pale ale with an explosion of flavour from Galaxy, Simcoe 
and Citra hops, herbal and pine notes plus bitter citrus.
EAST COAST IPA Keg                                  4.0             PALE                MQ 
American style IPA, punchy citrus and tropical flavours.  
Amarillo, Centennial, Citra and Galaxy hops add fruit and hop 
character.
ESTRELLA GALICIA Keg                             4.7              PALE               MQ 
Premium keg lager brewed in Spain.  Pale golden in colour, 
refreshing with a subtle bitter note that lingers in the mouth.
HARDY’S & HANSONS OLDE TRIP          4.7           BROWN           MQ 
Traditional Nottinghamshire premium ale with rich toffee 
flavours and fruity character, perfectly balanced with a clean 
bitter finish.
XX MILD                                                       3.0            BLACK              MQ 
Dark mild ale made from a blend of Black and Crystal malts for a 
burnt roasted flavour with a hint of Nutsdown hops.
YARDBIRD                                                    4.0             PALE                MQ 
Pale ale with Citra, Centennial and Simcoe hops giving zesty 
tropical aromas, with a real citrus punch and clean bitter finish.
HAIRY BREWERS (Belper)                                                                              
BLONDE BOMBSHELL on hand pump   4.3          BLONDE           DB 
Straw coloured pale ale with floral aroma.

            BREWERY (Location)                  ABV%  COLOUR      BAR             BREWERY 
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BELPER BEAST                                        4.8             RUBY              DB 
The original Hairy Brewers’ porter recipe with the addition of 
cherries.  Ruby red body, nose is lush cherry with roasted burnt 
fruit cake notes.
HARTSHORNS (Derby)                                                                             
IGNITE                                                        3.9           BLONDE            MB2 
Platinum blonde ale with bags of refreshing Citra hop character.
HEADSTOCKS (Nottingham)                                                                             
BRAKEMAN BEST BITTER                    4.0           BROWN             MB2 
Traditional best bitter with subtle caramel and nutty 
undertones.
CANARY                                                    4.0             PALE                  MB2 
Pale ale that is exceptionally light and sessionable with floral 
hints of citrus and bitterness.
WHITSUN ALE                                         4.3            STRAW              MB2 
A mixture of American hops and English malts with a hint of 
elderflower to give this light golden ale a unique floral taste.
HILLTOP BREWING CO (CONISBOROUGH)                                                                            
CLASSIC BITTER                                     3.9            BROWN            MB2 
Classic English bitter – it does what it says on the tin!
GOLDEN ALE                                           4.2          AMBER                MB2 
Lightly hopped balanced golden ale.
INTREPID BREWING CO (Hope Valley)                                                                             
JESTER PALE on hand pump              4.5             PALE                 DB 
Smooth fruity pale hopped with loads of British Jester hops, 
with a small amount of Mandarina and Ekuanot hops.
SOLITO                                                       4.0             PALE                 DB 
Bright fresh and zesty with subtle spice and a fruity aroma from 
a big blend of US hops.
DRY HOPPED STANAGE                       4.5           BLACK                DB    A 
silky smooth stout full of roasted malt and cocoa flavour with a 
fruity hop and dry finish
JOULES (Market Drayton)                                                                            
SLUMBERING MONK                             4.5           BROWN             MB2 
A rich copper ale with a good depth of flavour.  Full bodied and 
smooth with bold malt, nut and fruit notes.
LEATHERBRITCHES (Smisby)                                                                            
HOP TROPIC on hand pump              4.2          GOLDEN             DB 
Pale golden ale with an explosion of tropical hoppiness. Brewed 
with Cascade, Raku, Simcoe and Perle hops to produce an 
intensely fruity aroma and taste.
LEMONGRASS & GINGER                    3.8             PALE                  DB 
Lemongrass and ginger flavoured light golden beer with a 
flowery, hoppy aroma and a bitter finish.
MANN UP                                                 8.0            BROWN            DB 
New beer. Strong premium bitter aged in oak casks.

            BREWERY (Location)                  ABV%  COLOUR      BAR
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LITTLE CRITTERS (Sheffield)                                                                           
C MONSTER keg                                       6.0              PALE                MQ 
Citrus IPA made with the best quality American C hops with 
lime leaves and fresh citrus peel added during fermentation.
LITTLE HOPPER on hand pump         3.6             STRAW            MQ 
Pale golden ale with delicate herbal and floral aromatics.  
Fruity and lightly bready malt complements the medium dry 
refreshing finish.
NUTTY AMBASSADOR on hand pump  6.0             RUBY                MQ 
Hazelnut milk stout, coffee and chocolate notes.  Contains 
lactose (milk sugar) and oats which gives a sweet smooth body.
SHIRE HORSE on hand pump              4.3        CHESTNUT       MQ 
Chestnut best bitter made from the highest quality English 
grains and bittered with Magnum and Bramling Cross hops.
WHITE WOLF on hand pump             5.0              PALE               MQ 
APA with Amarillo, Centennial and Mosaic hops, packs a citrus 
punch.  Dry hopped with Simcoe, it’s bursting with tropical 
flavour.
LITTLE EATON BREWERY CO (Little Eaton)                                                                        
OLD MILL PLUM STOUT on hand pump   5.0            BLACK              DB 
Strong ‘olde English’ style stout with a hint of plums.
LITTLEOVER (Littleover)                                                                        
DAZZLER IPA                                            4.5              PALE               DB 
Refreshing ale packed with hops from far and wide.  Taste and 
aroma of tangerines and the kick of an IPA.
EPIPHANY                                                  4.1              PALE               DB 
Premium pale ale rammed with Citra, Mosaic and Simcoe hops 
giving a lovely refreshing beer with a smooth clean finish.

PANTHER OATMEAL STOUT                4.2            BLACK              DB 
A rich smooth warming stout with hints of coffee, chocolate 
and Irish whisky, a very drinkable dark beer.
LUNA (Oxfordshire)                                                                        
SELENE                                                       3.5              PALE                MB2 
Full bodied beer bursting with flavours of mango, pineapple 
and passionfruit.
MAGPIE (Nottingham)                                                                        
CHERRY RAVEN                                        4.4            BLACK             MB2 
A very special dark cherry edition of Magpie’s award winning 
smooth and smoky stout.
TREAD LIGHTLY                                       4.9              PALE               MB2 
Organic New Zealand Rakau hops create a tropical passionfruit 
flavour and aroma.
WANDERERS                                             3.9              PALE               MB2 
Citra and Mosaic hopped session IPA.

MALLINSONS (Huddersfield)                                                                       
HERKULEAN NELSON                            5.2          AMBER              MB2 
Deep golden coloured beer with gooseberry aroma and notes 
of spiced orange.
SUMMIT ABOUT ELLA                           3.8           BLONDE           MB2 
Blonde ale with a light floral hop aroma, a medium bitter taste with 
light spicy and fruity undertones and a bitterish and lightly dry finish.

            BREWERY (Location)                  ABV%  COLOUR      BAR             BREWERY 
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MARLPOOL (Heanor)                                                                       
JACK DAW                                              4.8       BLACK                     DB 
New beer. Black stout.
MAISY MOO                                           5.2     GOLDEN                 DB 
New beer.  Golden IPA.

MARSTON’S  on hand pump                                                                                               
JENNINGS SNECK LIFTER                    5.1        RUBY                      MB2 
Dark beer with a reddish tinge from coloured malts, balanced 
with specially formulated brewing sugars and aromatic hops.
OLD EMPIRE IPA                                    5.7      AMBER                     MB2 
Strong, hoppy and high alcoholic strength, comprising all the 
characteristics of a true India Pale Ale.
PEDIGREE                                               4.5      AMBER                     MB2 
Special wood cask edition. Traditional ale brewed using a 
unique strain of yeast through the Burton Union Systems and 
then fermented in wood.
THWAITE’S WAINWRIGHT                  4.1        PALE                        MB2  
A refreshing golden beer, lightly hopped with subtle sweet 
notes and a delicate citrus aroma.
YOUNG’S BITTER                                   3.7         PALE                       MB2
Easy to drink, refreshing cask ale with a fresh fruity aroma that 
leaves a long satisfying bitter finish.  Light and dry in flavour 
with a subtle taste of hops.
MATLOCK WOLDS FARM (Matlock)                                                                                               
100CC                                                         4.9        PALE                       DB 
American style pale ale using three types of American hops for 
bold flavours and aroma.
CLASSIC PORTER                                   4.9       BLACK                     DB 
Fuller bodied, rich, dark porter with lots of roasted malts.    
THE BITTER END on hand pump     3.4        RUBY                      DB  
Malty ruby coloured bitter made with UK hops giving lots of 
grassy and floral notes.
MOUSELOW FARM (Glossop)                                              
MOUSE-LOW MILD                              3.4   CHESTNUT               DB 
Flavoursome, smooth tasting mild, mixing various dark malts 
with a heaping of Caramalt.
SPRING GOSLING on hand pump   3.9       STRAW                    DB
Fresh tasting bitter with a four-hop combination.  Only brewed 
in the spring every year.
MR GRUNDYS (Derby)                                                                                                
BIG WILLIE on hand pump                 4.3     GOLDEN                  DB 
Thirst quenching golden ale packed with English hops giving a 
light bitter finish.
MUIRHOUSE (Ilkeston)                                                                                                
GREEDY KING                                        4.7        PALE                       DB 
Strong pale ale single hopped with the ever popular Citra hop.

            BREWERY (Location)                  ABV%  COLOUR      BAR
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HDB                                                             4.3              PALE                DB 
Pale session beer with a blend of Cascade, Pacific Gem and Citra 
hops.
NAVIGATION (Nottingham)                                                                      
BLACK & BLUE MILD                             3.8             BLACK              MB2 
Blackberry and blue berry flavoured mild.
COFFEE PORTER Vegan                        4.8             BLACK              MB2 
A recent trial brew which has proved hugely popular.
MANGO WHEAT                                      5.0              PALE               MB2 
Lots of mango flavour in this wheat beer.
REBEL                                                          4.2           GOLDEN          MB2 
Tropical fruits, citrus flavours and a well-balanced hoppy 
bitterness.
SAVIOUR                                                    5.5              PALE                MB2 
Grapefruit and citrus-driven IPA.  Very light in the mouth with a 
subtle hoppy finish.
NORTH COTSWOLD (Moreton-in-Marsh)                                                                     
SHAGWEAVER                                        4.5           GOLDEN          MB2 
A golden hoppy refreshing ale made with New Zealand hops.  
Appeals to both ale and lager drinkers.
SHAKESPEARE THE MACBETH           4.6        CHESTNUT         MB2 
A regal brown vintage ale with a complex character.  Full bodied 
with rich caramel flavours.

OAKHAM ALES on hand pump                                                                                     

BLACK HOLE PORTER                            5.5            BLACK             MB2 
Big dark malt flavours combine with a sweet and fruity hop 
taste to make this strong porter exceedingly drinkable.
CITRA                                                       4.2              PALE                MB2 
Light and refreshing, it will captivate you with juicy flavours of 
grapefruit, lychee and lime.  Very sessionable.
GREEN DEVIL                                          6.0              PALE                MB2 
IPA with amazing hop harvest aromas, packs in big tropical and 
citrus hop flavours before a crisp, refreshing finish.
JEFFREY HUDSON BITTER                   3.8              PALE                MB2 
Light and refreshing session beer with citrus fruitiness and a 
hoppy finish.  Extremely smooth and endlessly drinkable.
THE EXPERIMENTALS                            4.4           AMBER              MB2 
Brand new experimental hops (that don’t even have names yet) 
are used to create this unique beer.

            BREWERY (Location)                  ABV%  COLOUR      BAR             BREWERY 
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OSSETT BREWERY on hand pump                                                                              
AZACCA                                                   4.0              PALE               MB2  
Pale session ale with high levels of bitterness, followed by 
flavours of citrus fruits and marmalade.
EXCELSIOR                                               5.2             PALE               MQ  
Pale mellow full flavour develops into fruity dryness.  A fresh 
hoppy aroma with citrus, toffee and floral characteristics.
FERNANDEZ BLACK VOODOO           5.1            BLACK              MB2 
Chocolate orange stout.
FERNANDEZ POLARIS                           3.9              PALE               MB2 
Pale session beer with a bitter after taste but light and 
refreshing on the palate.
RIVERHEAD SHERBERT LEMON         4.0              PALE               MB2 
Light and pale clear wheat beer flavoured with lemongrass and 
lime leaves plus plenty of citrus hops quenching your thirst.
RAT BREWERY KING RAT                       5.0              PALE               MB2 
Nelson Sauvin hops from New Zealand give a unique “white 
winey” aroma.  High bitterness balanced by residual malty 
sweetness.
RAT BREWERY WHITE RAT                    4.0              PALE               MQ 
Very pale hoppy ale made from low colour Maris Otter malt.  
Three high alpha US hops give an aromatic resinous finish.
SILVER KING                                              4.3            STRAW            MQ 
This refreshing lager style beer has a crisp dry flavour and citrus 
fruity aroma.
YORKSHIRE BLONDE                              3.9          BLONDE           MQ 
Pale ale, full bodied, well rounded and slightly sweet.  Late 
addition of Mount Hood hops results in a delicate fruity hop 
aroma.
YORKSHIRE BRUNETTE                         3.7            BROWN          MQ 
Session bitter brewed with Pale, Wheat and roasted malts.  
Chestnut colour, aromas of spice and citrus fruits from the hops.

PEAK ALES (Chatsworth)                                                                             
GREAT RIDGE                                          4.5          GOLDEN          DB  
Refreshing pale ale.
IPA                                                             6.0             PALE                DB  
Bold and hoppy IPA, similar in strength to the original beers 
exported to India, with a modern citrus twist.
ROASTED CHOCOLATE MILD on hand pump  5.9            BLACK             DB 
Full bodied smooth roasted chocolate mild with raw cocoa nibs.

            BREWERY (Location)                  ABV%  COLOUR      BAR
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PENTRICH BREWING CO (Ripley)                                                                      
BLUE SKY THINKING                             4.7              PALE                DB 
Heavily hopped hazy pale ale bursting with citrus and stone 
fruit flavours, notes of resinous pine and moderately bitter 
finish.
DRY RIVER                                              5.8              PALE                DB 
American style IPA.  Pine, grapefruit and orange flavours from a 
combination of Centennial and Citra hops.
RED SKIES                                               4.5         CHESTNUT        DB 
Hoppy red ale, full of Citra and Simcoe hops.  Deep red with 
huge citrus fruit flavours, then a subtle sweet malt backbone.

ROCK MILL (New Mills)                                                                      
GREEN ANT RACING FUEL                  4.6              PALE                DB 
American hopped pale ale.

SALTAIRE (Shipley)                                                                          
CASCADE                                                  4.8              PALE                MB2 
Featuring the iconic Cascade hop, this beer brings together 
punchy citrus flavour and distinctive bitterness.
GALAXY                                                     5.0              PALE                MB2 
A rich golden ale with the distinctive passionfruit and melon 
flavour of the Australian Galaxy hop.

SEVERN BREWING (Gloucestershire)                                                                         
EXTRA SPECIAL BITTER                        5.2        CHESTNUT        MB2  
A smoky strong ale brewed from Crystal and Chocolate malts 
plus Pilgrim and Mosaic hops for a delicious deep fruity flavour.

SHINY (Derby)                                                                                      
DISCO BALLS                                           5.3           GOLDEN          DB     
Big hitting hop loaded IPA using a combination of five of the 
best hops on the planet to create a beer full of incredible 
flavour.
LIBERTY PALE Vegan                              4.2              PALE                DB     
Citra and Mosaic hopped pale with a well-balanced semi 
sweetness and bitterness.

SILVER BREWHOUSE (Staveley)                                                                                      
BRICKWORKS BITTER                            4.0            BROWN           DB     
Traditional English bitter with fruity hop aroma.  Hopped with 
East Kent Goldings and Bramling Cross.
GLASSWORKS IPA on hand pump   5.0               PALE               DB     
Traditional English IPA with tropical fruit notes.  Hopped with 
Ernest and Olicana.
LAZY DAISY SUMMER IPA                   4.9               PALE               DB     
Summer fruits IPA with hints of red fruits, melon and orange.  
Hopped with Barbe Rouge, Belma and Huell Melon.

STOCKPORT BREWING CO (Stockport)                                                                                     
STOCKPORTER                                        4.8             BLACK             MB2     
Aromas of roast coffee, toffee apples on the palate and a bitter 
finish.

            BREWERY (Location)                  ABV%  COLOUR      BAR             BREWERY 
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THORNBRIDGE (Bakewell)                                                                              
ASTRYD Vegan                                        3.8              PALE               DB  
Juicy pale, naturally hazy. The hop profile of Crystal and Mosaic 
gives a finish of tropical fruits.
ENA                                                           4.6             BLACK           DB 
Milk stout brewed with roasted malts and oats to give a beer 
full of rich coffee, chocolate and toasted flavours.
TWIN PEAKS on hand pump               5.2              PALE               DB 
Sierra Nevada collaboration.  Aromas of tropical fruits, pineapple 
and mango balanced with the taste of lemon sherbet.

TIMOTHY TAYLOR’S on hand pump                                                                    
GOLDEN BEST                                          3.5          GOLDEN           MB2 
A light mild with a delicate balance of flavours. An easy drinking 
beer with light floral notes and a smooth creamy body.
HOPTICAL STORM                                  4.0          GOLDEN           MB2 
Dry hopped pale ale with citrusy UK hops gives a pleasant fruity 
body with flavours of mandarin, mango and passionfruit.
KNOWLE SPRING BLONDE                  4.2           BLONDE           MB2 
Easy-drinking beer, floral and grapefruit aromas, spiced orange 
followed by aromatic citrus hop flavours to finish.
LANDLORD                                               4.3           AMBER             MB2 
A strong classic ale with a golden amber colour; it has a scent of 
caramel, light fruits and roasted malt hints.
RAM TAM                                                   4.3             BLACK            MB2 
Dark, strong, wholesome and satisfying.  This mellow beer has 
body and depth, leaving a pleasant fruity afterglow.

TINDALL ALES (Norfolk)                                                                      
SEETHING PINT                                        4.3          GOLDEN          MB2 
A sweet golden ale generously hopped and brewed with fruits 
from the village of Seething to give it a subtle fruity aroma.
NORFOLK ‘N GOOD                                4.6          GOLDEN          MB2  
A golden ale with bright crisp notes, and a subtle hint and 
depth of flavour from Cascade hops.
TINDALL MILD                                         3.7              RUBY               MB2 
A good dark mild.  Smoothly hopped session ale with subtle 
hints of chocolate and coffee.

            BREWERY (Location)                  ABV%  COLOUR      BAR
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TITANIC on hand pump                                                                                                       
CAPTAIN SMITH’S                                   5.2              RUBY              MB2 
Deep ruby, softly hopped, strong ale.  Malty flavours and 
aromas twinned with gentle sweetness in this traditional bitter.

CHOCOLATE & VANILLA STOUT        4.5             BLACK             MB2
Roast barley and Marris Otter Pale malt plus North Down hops 
with sweetness from the chocolate and Madagascan vanilla.
FORGOTTEN GOLD                                5.5          GOLDEN           MB2
Deep gold in colour with notes of mango and a spiced yet fruity 
finish.
ICEBERG                                                     4.1              PALE                MB2
Strong citrus aromas linger while this clean cut pale ale, with 
hints of grapefruit, creates a powerful hoppy finish.
LIFEBOAT                                                   4.0        CHESTNUT         MB2
A hoppy russet bittersweet fruity beer with malty notes on the 
nose, accompanied by a biscuit and caramel finish.

TOLLGATE (Ashby-de-la-Zouch)                                                                               
OLD RASPUTIN on hand pump              4.5              RUBY               DB     
A dark ruby soft stout with a hint of sweet creaminess.
SPARK IPA                                               5.6             AMBER            DB     
Strong and bold American hopped pale ale with a solid malty 
backbone that rolls into a mellow hoppy finish.
WINTERBOCK                                         6.4        CHESTNUT         DB     
Dark German style lager, rich toasty aroma with hints of 
caramel.

TOTALLY BREWED (Nottingham)                                                                               
CRAZY LIKE A FOX                                 4.5            BROWN           MB2     
Very well balanced “traditional” style bitter brought up to date.  
Light malt with citrus finish.
FOUR HOPMAN OF THE APOCALYPSE    5.2              PALE                MB2     
Hop filled award winning IPA.  Slight floral pine and citrus notes.  
Heavily dry hopped.
NINJA SHARK                                         3.8              PALE                 MB2     
Wonderfully hoppy and delicious session pale ale brewed with 
a healthy chunk of Cascade, Simcoe and Amarillo.

TOWNES (Staveley)                                                                              
PYNOT PORTER                                     4.5              RUBY               DB   
Red brown porter with faint malt and roast aroma.  Roast malt 
flavours with vine fruit, becoming bitter towards the finish.

TRIPLE POINT (Sheffield)                                                                              
DEBUT IPA Gluten free                         5.5              PALE                MB2     
Pale and quenching yet bursting with passionfruit, mango, 
blueberry and citrus aromas courtesy of a Chinook and Citra 
hop base and a double dose of Simcoe and Mosaic dry hops.

            BREWERY (Location)                  ABV%  COLOUR      BAR             BREWERY 
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NEKTER Gluten free                                4.6              PALE                MB2     
Brewed with Czech hops and Czech lager yeast, dry hopped 
with Simcoe and Mosaic for a tropical lager
SKY’S EDGE GOLD Gluten free           4.0          GOLDEN           MB2     
Refreshing golden ale with honeyed malts, citrus Cascade and 
peachy Aurora hop aromas.

TYNE BANK (Newcastle-upon-Tyne)                                                                             
MONUMENT                                             4.1         CHESTNUT        MB2     
Award winning premium bitter.  Quintessential English ale. 
Carefully selected malt provides hints of biscuit and caramel, 
which are perfectly balanced by the best English hops giving a 
low bitterness and moreish flavour

WELBECK ABBEY (Worksop)                                                                             
BREAKING BREAD                                   5.1              PALE                MB2     
New Zealand hopped and brewed with overbake from the 
School of Artisan Food.
TAKE IT SQUEEZY                                    5.6          GOLDEN           MB2     
Golden ale using orange peel to flavour and create a 
wonderfully zingy, tangy golden ale with British hops.

WHIM ALES (Buxton)                                                                            
ARMADILLO                                              4.9              PALE                DB     
Pale ale packed with citrusy Amarillo hops.
HARTINGTON IPA on hand pump           4.5              PALE                DB     
A well hopped session beer with a deep malt and hop aroma, 
slightly floral with spicy notes.

SPONSOR’S BEERS
THORNBRIDGE (Bakewell)                                                                             
LUKAS                                                          4.2              PALE                                      
Traditional elegant Bavarian style lager, crisp and refreshing
AM:PM                                                         4.5              PALE                                      
Session IPA with tropical fruit flavours and balanced honeyed 
malt.
TZARA                                                         4.8              PALE                                      
Award winning Kolsch ale with fruity flavours and bready notes.
GREEN MOUNTAIN                                 4.3              PALE                                      
Hazy Vermont session IPA.
FLORIDA WEISSE                                     4.5              PALE                                      
Hazy raspberry sour.
KUBA                                                            4.5              PALE                                      
Fabulously zingy mojito sour.

            BREWERY (Location)                  ABV%  COLOUR      BAR
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– please check on the day for availability
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BAKEWELL SOUR                                    6.0              PALE                   
Refreshingly tart with flavours of grapefruit and bitter lemon.
SATZUMA Gluten Free                           4.5              PALE                   
Citrus session IPA
HEARTLAND                                             4.9              PALE                   
English cellar beer, fruity, golden and refreshing.
PINK GRAPEFRUIT HALCYON             7.4              PALE                   
Imperial IPA with huge hitting pink grapefruit flavours.
JAIPUR                                                        5.9              PALE                   
Smooth IPA with a crescendo of massive hoppiness.

OTHER BEERS
ALPHABET BREWING (Manchester)                                                                             
FLAT WHITE                                               7.4               PALE                                      
White breakfast stout with flavours of coffee, milk and oats.

ATOM (Hull)                                                                                                                      
PULSAR                                                       4.4               PALE                                      
Refreshing, crisp and fruity pilsner with German Saphir hops.

BAD SEED (York)                                                                                                                      
REWIND AND RELOAD                          5.5               PALE                                      
Hazy and hoppy, with notes of lemon drops and tropical fruits.

BREWERY OF SAINT MARS OF THE DESERT (Sheffield)                                                                                                                      
JACK D’OR SAISON                                 7.3               PALE                                      
Bruxellensis Trois yeast gives a fruity complex character with 
Whitbread Goldings hops.
CLAMP NE IPA                                          5.3               PALE                                      
Hazy and fruity with low bitterness, Mosaic and Waimea hops.
SPRINGTIME ON MARS                         6.3           GOLDEN                                     
Belgian style Paas beer, golden and easy drinking.
BARBAPAPA RUM BARREL AGED IMPERIAL STOUT                       
Subtle aroma of rum, dry woody        7.9             BLACK
character, rich dark malty beer.           

CHARNWOOD (Loughborough)                                                                             
IPA                                                                5.8               PALE                                      
Full bodied IPA with citrus and orange flavours.
BLUE FOX                                                   4.2           GOLDEN                                      
Refreshing golden beer with tropical fruit and blueberry 
flavours.
CHORLTON/SQUARE ROOT COLLAB (Chorlton)                                                                             
TONIC BEER                                               5.0               PALE                                      
Very pale and light with quinine and Sicilian lemon peel.  
CLOUDWATER (Manchester)                                                                             
INDULGENTLY CRISP EXPERIENCE   6.5              PALE                                      
Clean and crisp with flavours of grape, lemon and marmalade.
ELECTRIC BEAR (BATH)                                                                             
INSPECTOR REMORSE                           4.7             BLACK
Inspect this porter that tastes like liquid chocolate digestives. 
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FIERCE BEER (Aberdeen)                                                                             
CITRUS TART                                            4.5              PALE                                                                                                                     
Sour beer with added lemon and lime juice, puckering yet 
refreshing.
GREAT YORKSHIRE (Cropton)                                                                                                                     
GREAT YORKSHIRE HELLES                 3.8               PALE                                               
Citrus and refreshing lager brewed with 100% British malt and 
hops.
HEIST                                                                                                                     
PIRATE MATERIAL                                   6.0            BLACK                                               
Rich chocolate milk stout, smooth and sweet.
AIN’T NO CITY QUITE LIKE MINE      6.0              PALE                                               
East/West Coast IPA, juicy, tropical, super fresh with a bitter hit.
HEIST/ALPHABET COLLAB (Clowne)                                                                                                                     
MR PINK                                                     7.0        CHESTNUT                                               
Black Forest white stout, rich chocolate and cherry flavours with 
a reddish pink hue
HEIST/NORTH BREWING COLLAB                                                                                                                   
PUSH THE BUTTON                               8.0              DARK                                               
Double Imperial IPA with juicy fruit flavours
HEIST/DRAUGHTSMAN ALE HOUSE COLLAB                                                                                                                   
IT’S JUST A FAD                                      4.6               PALE                                               
Mango and passionfruit milkshake, pale, creamy, fruity and full 
bodied.
LOST INDUSTRY (Sheffield)                                                                                                                   
OUTSIDE IN                                              4.1               PALE                                               
Peach Berliner, lightly sour with blackberries.
FOUND BLACKBERRY                           5.2               PALE                                               
Mixed fermentation saison with blackberries.
SMOKEY JOE                                            6.0             BLACK                                               
Deep and dark coffee Rauchbier.
LITTLE GRANITE                                     4.0              PALE                                              
Hallertau Blanc, double hopped Grisette.
FOUND APPLE                                        5.5               PALE                                              
Mixed fermentation saison with apples.
MAGIC ROCK (Huddersfield)                                                                                                                 
SALTY KISS                                                4.1               PALE                                               
German style Gose, flavoured with fruit, sea buckthorn and sea 
salt.  Tart, slightly sour, fruity and refreshing.
NORTHERN MONK (Leeds)                                                                                                                 
FAITH                                                          5.4               PALE                                               
Modern pale ale with juicy tropical soft fruit flavours.
PILOT (Edinburgh)                                                                                                               
BLONDE                                                     4.0               PALE                                               
Fresh and zesty cloudy oatmeal pale.
SALT (Saltaire)                                                                                                              
LAGER                                                        4.0               PALE                                               
Clean and crisp German Helles style lager.
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HUCKABACK                                           5.5               PALE                                               
Hazy NEIPA crammed full of citrus and tropical fruit flavours.
JUTE                                                           4.2               PALE                                               
Light, crisp and refreshing session IPA.  

SEVEN BRO7HERS (Manchester)                                                                                                              
WATERMELON WHEAT BEER             4.5               PALE                                               
Summery wheat beer with an infusion of fresh watermelon.
STOUT PORTER                                      5.2              BLACK                                               
Silky chocolate and coffee hints with a subtle yet distinctive star 
anise character.

SILVER BREWHOUSE (Staveley)                                                                                                            
BABY GHOST Vegan                             3.9                PALE
INDEPENDENCE Gluten Free             4.1                PALE
CRAZY DAISY Vegan                             4.6                PALE
FUNKY HOP DONKEY - KIWI DONKEY  5.0                 PALE                            
New Zealand hopped New England IPA.

SIREN (Wokingham)                                                                                                              
YU LU                                                         3.6               PALE                                                
Loose leaf pale with flavours of bergamot, orange and lemon 
zest.
UNDERCURRANT                                  4.5               PALE                                                       
Spicy, grassy, oatmeal pale with flavours of grapefruit and 
apricot.

TINY REBEL (Newport)                                                                                                              
RHUBARB & CUSTARD SOUR            4.0               PALE                                                
Sharp and sour tangy rhubarb balanced with creamy vanilla 
custard flavour.

VIBRANT (Lymington)                                                                                                             
CAMBRIAN ROOT                                  5.1              BLACK                                                
Dark and smooth salted liquorice stout with chocolate and 
coffee notes.

WILD BEER CO (Bristol)                                                                                                             
NOT NOW CATO!                                   6.4                PALE                                                                         
Fruity, zesty, juicy – a glass full of tangfastic joy.
MILLIONAIRE                                          4.7              BLACK                                                                         
Be wrapped in a velvety cocoon of salted caramel and chocolate 
milk stout.
BRUT-Y AND THE BEAST                     6.6               PALE                                                                                                                   
Mega/Brut IPA with a bouquet of floral aromas.

WILDE CHILD (Leeds)                                                                                                            
SOCIAL PARIAH                                      7.2                PALE                                                                         
Double IPA to excite your taste buds.
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SPONSOR’S CIDERS ON HAND PUMP          

   
 

CORNISH ORCHARDS (Cornwall)                                                                                                              
CORNISH GOLD (KEG)                                   4.5                   DRY                                               
Immensely refreshing cider, a light champagne sparkle with 
fruity apple tones and a long dry finish.
BLUSH                                                                  4.0                SWEET                                               
A fruity aroma of fresh raspberries and a crisp dessert apple 
finish.  A fruity well balanced cider.
FARMHOUSE                                                     4.8              MEDIUM                                              
A premium farm cider, rich in fruity aromas and ripe apple 
flavour, delicious and mellow.
PEAR                                                                     5.0      MEDIUM/DRY                                              
Refreshing, delicate, created with beautiful English Conference 
pears.
VINTAGE                                                             8.5      MEDIUM/DRY                                                                            
A connoisseur’s cider, matured over the winter months to 
acquire its vintage qualities.

OTHER CIDERS AND PERRIES
ASHOVER (Derbyshire)                                                                                                              
APPLES & PEARS                                              4.0               SWEET                                               
Made from cider apples and sweetened with pear juice.
ASHOVER PIPPIN                                             6.0      MEDIUM/DRY                                               
New season cider made with Herefordshire ancient varieties 
and handpicked local fruit.
BAKEWELL TART                                              4.0               SWEET                                              
Bakewell tart flavoured cider.
ELDERFLOWER                                                 4.0       MEDIUM/SWEET                                              
Handed picked elderflower infused cider.
SALTED CARAMEL                                          4.0               SWEET                                              
100% cider fruit with salted caramel.
SUMMER CIDER                                                5.5      MEDIUM/SWEET 
Addition of 100% mixed summer fruit juice – full of juice and 
summery.
STRAWBERRY SWEET                                     4.0               SWEET                                              
A beautiful crisp sweet and fruity strawberry flavoured cider.
RHUBARB CRUMBLE                                      4.0               SWEET                                                                                            
A blend of Herefordshire and Derbyshire apples with real 
rhubarb.

BREWERY (location)                     ABV%      TASTE

CORNISH ORCHARDS 
CIDER & PERRY BAR 2019
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BROADOAK (Bristol)                                                                                                            
MOONSHINE                                            7.5               SWEET                                               
Strong and very drinkable with a crisp refreshing taste.
PERRY                                                         7.5               SWEET                                               
Incredibly refreshing with glorious tasting pear and aroma.    
PEAR & CHILLI                                         4.0               SWEET                                               
Broadoak Perry made with a slightly lower ABV and infused with 
chilli
PHEASANT PLUCKER                             4.4             MEDIUM                                               
Light bodied farmhouse style cider.
RUM & RAISIN                                          4.0               SWEET                                               
Moonshine premium cider infused with rum and raisin.
SLOE GIN CIDER                                      4.0               SWEET                                               
The marrying of three flavours – sloe, gin and cider – culminates 
with characteristics of a fruity cider punch.

CELTIC MARCHES (Herefordshire)                                                                                                            
ASHTON BITTERS                                    5.6                 DRY                                               
Single variety apple cider.
CHERRY                                                      4.0               SWEET                                               
NEW – rich red cherry cider with a sweet/sour balance.
CLEMENTINE PERRY                              4.0               SWEET                                               
Made using real pears perfectly partnered with the fresh citrus 
of clementines.
LILY THE PINK                                           4.5             MEDIUM                                              
A gorgeous pink coloured cider made from 100% cider apples.  
Intense fruity aroma – very drinkable.
SLACK ALICE                                            4.6             MEDIUM                                              
A well rounded cider with moreish sharpness.
THUNDERING MOLLY                           5.2             MEDIUM                                              
Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple aroma.

DUDDAS TUN (Kent)                                                                                                           
BONE DRY                                                 5.5                  DRY                                               
Clean crisp full cider made from Katy and Bramley apples.
DISCO                                                         5.6           MEDIUM/DRY                                               
First press of the season, made using Discovery apples.
GREENHORN                                            5.2             MEDIUM                                               
Light fresh cider with green apple undertones
PERRY                                                         5.5               SWEET                                               
A well balanced perry, soft and subtle with honey notes from 
super ripe Cornice pears
SWEET APPLE                                          5.3               SWEET                                               
Bursting with fresh picked apple flavour, this cider is deliciously 
moreish with soft honey notes.

GWYNT Y DDRAIG (Pontypridd)                                                                                                            
ANCIENT WARRIOR                                6.5                 DRY                                     
A traditional cider which will challenge your taste buds to battle 
and win every time.

              BREWERY (location)                  ABV%     TASTE               
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BLACK DRAGON                                     7.2              MEDIUM                                              
Special reserve cider handcrafted from cider apples grown by 
traditional methods in ageing orchards.    
CELTIC WARRIOR                                    5.5               SWEET                                              
Mighty on flavour and colour with a smooth balanced finish. 
DOG DANCER                                          6.5          MEDIUM/DRY                                                                                                                     
Produced from bitter sweet cider apples blended with a 
true sharp cider apple.  Smooth, crisp and slightly sharp 
characteristic.
FIERY FOX                                                  6.5             MEDIUM                                                                                                                    
Golden cider with a refreshing apple aroma.  Smooth balanced 
flavour that has a fresh sharpness.
HAPPY DAZE                                            4.5             MEDIUM                                                                                                                    
Smooth and fresh tasting, a light and easy to drink cider. 
WELSH WARRIOR                                    6.0             MEDIUM                                                                                                                    
A cider with good depth of colour and a rounded and balanced 
flavour.

LILLEYS (Somerset)                                                                                                            
BEE STING PERRY                                   7.5               SWEET                                               
Sweet but light and crisp with a glorious fresh tasting pear 
flavour and wonderful pear aroma.                                                           
MANGO                                                      4.0               SWEET                                               
Smooth and sophisticated mango cider made with an ample 
portion of mango juice and Somerset cider.
PEACH                                                        4.0               SWEET                                               
Like biting into a juicy ripe peach, full of flavour.
PEAR & RASPBERRY                               4.0               SWEET                                               
A fruity delight with a sharp bite of raspberry.
TROPICAL                                                  4.0               SWEET                                               
Cider made with apple, pink grapefruit, pineapple, mango and 
lime.
RHUBARB                                                  5.2               SWEET                                               
Crisp Somerset cider and tangy rhubarb combine for a taste 
sensation.  Full of rhubarb flavour with a tart edge.

MOLES (Somerset)                                                                                                            
BLACK RAT                                                6.0          MEDIUM/DRY                                                                                                        
A strong premium blend cider full of flavour with a clean apple 
bite.

PURBECK (Dorset)                                                                                                           
BUSHEY BERRY                                        4.0               SWEET                                                                                                        
An expertly balanced cider with a punchy apple flavour and 
British berry kick.
DANDY DAB                                             5.0         MEDIUM/SWEET                                                                                                         
A full bodied cider, full of fruity aromas and a rich balanced 
taste.
KATY PERRY                                              5.5         MEDIUM/SWEET                                                                                                         
Apple and pear cider.

              BREWERY (location)                  ABV%     TASTE
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ORCHARD PIG (Somerset)                                                                                                           
EXPLORER                                                 4.5               SWEET                                                                                          
The bittersweet aroma and taste of cider country with a 
lingering ripe fruit taste.
HOGFATHER                                             7.4      MEDIUM/SWEET                                                                                                  
Not for the fainthearted.  Close your eyes and savour the 
Somerset cider apples.   
NAVELGAZER                                          6.0                   DRY                                                                                                  
The rich apple tannin aroma of this Somerset cider delivers on 
taste, leading to tropical notes and a clean, zesty finish.  

SEACIDER (Sussex)                                                                                                          
BLACK CHERRY                                        4.0               SWEET                                                                                          
Bursting with fruit and flavour.  Made purely from local black 
cherries and Sussex apple juice.
GINGERBREAD                                        4.0               SWEET                                                                                          
Gingerbread infused Sussex cider.
MARMALADE                                           4.0               SWEET                                                                                          
Made with Seville oranges and freshly pressed dessert fruit.  
Refreshing and bursting with flavour.
PASSION FRUIT                                        4.0             MEDIUM                                                                                         
Made with the pure juice of passion fruit and blended with 
SeaCider medium cider.

SNAILS BANK (Herefordshire)                                                                                                          
APPLEY DAPPLY                                      5.2               SWEET                                                                                          
Lively cider made from bitter sweet apples with Russet to make 
a light refreshing and quaffable cider.
ELDERFLOWER GIN & TONIC              4.0               SWEET                                                                                          
Subtle apple aromas mixed with a delicate bitterness from the 
G&T and a fruity sweetness from the elderflower.
FRUIT BAT                                                 4.0       MEDIUM/SWEET                                                                                                                  
Crisp apple cider blended with strawberry, raspberry and 
blackcurrant.
PINEAPPLE & PINK GRAPEFRUIT       4.0              SWEET                                                                                                                  
Sweet tasty pineapple is balanced out by tangy grapefruit.  
English cider with a tropical twist.
RASPBERRY RIPPLE                                4.0              SWEET                                                                                                                  
Cider infused with tart raspberry, rippled through with vanilla.

STANS (Somerset)                                                                                                          
BIG APPLE                                                 5.0         MEDIUM/DRY                                                                                          
Crafted from vintage bitter sweet apples including Tremlett’s, 
Dabinett and Somerset Redstreak.
CHEDDAR VALLEY                                 6.0         MEDIUM/DRY                                                                                          
Traditional Somerset cider at its best.  A distinctive robust, 
naturally cloudy cider.
TRADITIONAL                                          6.0                  DRY                                                                                          
Naturally hazy from the bitter sweet apples, carefully chosen for 
the blend and full on flavour.

              BREWERY (location)                  ABV%     TASTE               
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THISTLY CROSS (East Lothian)                                                                                                        
CLOUDY                                                     5.5         MEDIUM/DRY                                                                                          
Cloudy scrumpy. 
WHISKY CASK                                          6.9         MEDIUM/DRY                                                                                          
A flavoursome cider made potent in the oak of a Glen Moray 
whisky cask with lingering tastes to be savoured. 

WESTONS (Hereford)                                                                                                        
OLD ROSIE                                                6.8                  DRY                                                                                         
A strong cider matured in traditional oak vats.

WOODTHORPE HALL (Derbyshire)                                                                                                        
SPINNING JENNY                                    6.7               SWEET                                                                                         
A lighter version of the Ruby cider. 
SPINNING JOHN                                      6.7                 DRY                                                                                        
A less heavy twist on the Old Barker cider. 

Note: all ciders subject to availability

              BREWERY (location)                  ABV%     TASTE
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Rose                                                                                                           
KISSING TREE ZINFANDEL ROSE              10.5                187                       
Bursting with ripe aromas of wild strawberries and exotic fruits

White                                                                                                           
KISSING TREE PINOT GRIGIO                     12.5                187                       
A pale lemon-yellow colour with green hints; the nose is a 
beguiling blend of fresh floral notes.

White                                                                                                           
KISSING TREE CHARDONNAY                   13.0                187                       
Ripe and rounded aromas with sun blessed peach and tropical 
flavours

Red                                                                                                           
MCPETERSONS SHIRAZ                               13.5                187                       
Rich berry fruit on the palate with a pinch of pepper spice so 
typical of Shiraz

Red                                                                                                           
CABELLETA MERLOT                                      13.0                187                       
Ripe plums and strawberry aromas

Prosecco                                                                                                           
CALOGERA                                                         11.0                 200                      
Full of ripe citrus notes, the fresh lemon and grapefruit hitting 
the senses next to the refreshing bite of green apple.

              COLOUR 
              NAME                                                          ABV%   SERVING 
              DESCRIPTION                                                                 ML
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THE RAIL ALE 
GIN PALACE  2019

BLUE MONKEY BLUE TO VIOLET (Nottingham)        37.5%                                                                                                    

Based on the classic London Dry but with the addition of the 
natural extract from the Indian Pea flower to create an inky 
blue gin which magically changes colour to a subtle violet on 
the addition of tonic.  Experience a hint of Parma Violet and 
Lavender in taste and aroma.

BLUE MONKEY CHOCOLATE AMARETTO                    19.0%                        
LIQUEUR (Nottingham)                                                                                                            

A luscious blend of smooth chocolate and almond create this 
gin liqueur, best served over ice.

BLUE MONKEY LONDON DRY (Nottingham)             40.5%                                                                                                    

Classic traditional London Dry, a delightfully complex 
handcrafted gin, distilled with eleven botanicals sourced from 
around the world.

BLUE MONKEY RHUBARB & CUSTARD (Nottingham)   37.5%                                                                                                    

An evocative creation. Based on the classic London Dry, this 
gorgeous gin is infused with handpicked Yorkshire rhubarb and 
enhanced with vanilla to give a combination of flavours that 
remind us of childhood days, rhubarb and custard pudding and 
those red and yellow boiled sweets.

BLUE MONKEY SALTED CARAMEL (Nottingham)   37.5%                                                                                                    

A modern vibrant creation based on Blue Monkey’s traditional 
handcrafted London Dry, with the addition of creamy caramel 
and just a hint of sea salt.

BLUE MONKEY SUMMER BERRIES (Nottingham)   37.5%                                                                                                    

Classic London Dry with a rich infusion of summer berries to 
create a gin to be enjoyed on those lazy, hazy days of summer 
or when you need a reminder of warm sunny days.

BROCKMANS (Woking)                                                         40.0%                                                                                                    

A unique recipe of naturally grown aromatic botanicals steeped 
in pure grain spirit to release their natural oils and aromas. The 
more traditional notes of gin are combined with a refreshing 
influence of citrus and aromatic wild berries, Bulgarian 
coriander providing an aromatic, gingery orange top note, 
blending with the soft and rounded harmonies of blueberries 
and blackberries, all of which is supported by the bottom note 
of Tuscan juniper berries. Dry, bittersweet Valencian orange 
peel elongates the deeper tones and gives an intensely smooth 
finish.                                                                                         
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CHESTERFIELD CANDY FLOSS (Chesterfield)           40.0%                                                                                                    

Strawberry jam and plump raspberries, black pepper, a hint 
of almond nuttiness, a burst of sugary sweetness (although 
not enough to completely overpower the rest of the flavours) 
and soft vanilla.  Strawberry juiciness balancing juniper bite 
and a hearty whack of candy floss brightness all work together 
wonderfully.

CHESTERFIELD LEMON SHERBERT (Chesterfield)   40.0%                                                                                                    

A zesty and sweet tipple with a base of Chesterfield Dry Gin, 
featuring botanicals including juniper, coriander, angelica, orris 
root, cassia bark, ginger, cardamom, hibiscus and lemon. A lot 
of lemon.

CHESTERFIELD POMEGRANATE (Chesterfield)         40.0%                                                                                                    

With a base of Chesterfield Dry Gin, Pomegranate is a lovely 
fruit-forward dry gin. The distilled pomegranate imparts a fruity 
depth, alongside traditional botanicals such as piney juniper, 
coriander and cardamom.

FIFTY POUNDS (London)                                                       43.5%                                                                                                    

On the nose it is classic in character with a predominant 
bouquet of juniper and coriander, balanced by its citrus and 
spice notes. On the palate it is smooth but complex, opening 
with juniper, but followed by the citrus constituents, and a hint 
of spice and earthiness. This gives way to a long, fresh finish, 
that’s clean, dry and with a touch of heat.

KING OF SOHO (London)                                                       42.0%                                                                                                    

Created as a tribute to the original ‘King of Soho’ Paul Raymond 
by his son Howard. This super premium gin is bespoke, smooth 
and full-bodied; soft juniper, coriander, with a high presence of 
citrus botanicals including grapefruit peel, balanced by angelica 
root and cassia. 

MARYLEBONE LONDON DRY (London)                         50.2%                                                                                                    

Made using a combination of botanicals including juniper, lime 
flower, lemon balm, clove, liquorice, chamomile and grapefruit. 
Floral citrus blossom and aromatic chamomile, with underlying 
hints of clove and orange on the nose but the finish is anise, hot 
clove and zesty grapefruit peel.

MASON’S DRY YORKSHIRE TEA EDITION (Bedale)    42.0%                                                                                                    

Quirky yet delicious. Delicate and fresh upon the palate, with a 
citrus sharpness hitting the senses and fresh aromas that swirl 
around. Plenty of Yorkshire Tea flavour develops on the palate, 
as well as fresh aniseed, cardamom and pepper notes before 
the tea returns for the long finish.    
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MONKEY 47 DRY (Germany)                                              47.0%                                                                                                    

An unusual gin from the Black Forest containing a unique 
ingredient. Cranberries! The 47 comes from the number of 
botanicals that go into this unique gin and the fact it’s bottled 
at a healthy 47%. Predictably complex, this is a robust and 
powerful gin with plenty of spice, fruit and herb flavours. It’s 
very well structured with a citrus fresh start segueing into pine 
and wood notes for a drying finish.

PEAKY BLINDERS SPICED DRY (Stourbridge)           40.0%                                                                                                    

A full-bodied gin named after the Peaky Blinders, a street gang 
from the late 19th/early 20th Century. Ginger and black pepper 
make for a spicy opening, though well balanced by ample 
helpings of fresh citrus. The finish is oily juniper and a hint of 
eucalyptus.

ROKU JAPANESE (Japan)                                                     43.0%                                                                                                    

Made using a selection of botanicals, including six Japanese 
botanicals that provide a whistle-stop tour of the four seasons. 
These include sakura leaf and sakura flower for spring, sencha 
tea and gyokuro tea for summer, sansho pepper for autumn 
and yuzu peel for winter. Traditional gin botanicals also 
feature including the likes of juniper, orange peel, lemon peel, 
coriander and cinnamon, among others.

SHARISH BLUE MAGIC (Portugal)                                   40.0%                                                                                                    

A bright blue gin - the magnificent colour comes from extracts 
of a flower known as blue pea which, when mixed with tonic, 
turns pink! Botanicals also include juniper, coriander, angelica 
root, ginger, cinnamon, cardamom, lemon peel, strawberry 
and raspberry.  Taste is quite spicy at first; cinnamon and more 
ginger followed by waves of lemon and angelica and a burst of 
juicy berry notes later on.

SHEEP’S EYE (Whitby)                                                           42.0%                                                                                                    

Distilled with ten botanicals including juniper, celery seed, black 
pepper and thyme, infusing them in spirit before re-distilling. 
Crisp and refreshing finish with some peppery warmth 
lingering.

SHEFFIELD DRY (Sheffield)                                                 42.0%                                                                                                    

The first gin to be produced in Sheffield for over 100 years, 
a premium gin combining a selection of locally-sourced 
ingredients to create a unique taste which reflects the 
authenticity and boldness of its birthplace. An intriguing blend 
of fennel, cardamom and gentian root create an herbaceous 
character and smooth flavours.

            GIN (DISTILLERY LOCATION)                                  ABV%     
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SIR ROBIN OF LOCKSLEY (Sheffield)                             40.5%                                                                                                    

One e of the very few (if not only) true English sipping gins, named in 
honour of a favourite Yorkshire lad and local Sheffield legend, Robin 
Hood. Up front juniper with more delicate aromas of elderflower 
bubbling through. Deliciously smooth and round on the palate.  
Warm cassia notes soothed with dandelion. Pink grapefruit adds 
an underlying sweetness and lingering citrus finish. Balanced yet 
distinctively unique. 

STEAM PUNK PIRATE - RASCAL STRENGTH (Gateshead)  45%                                                                                                    

This release from the Steampunk team takes inspiration from the 
success of their original Gin and Pirates which has allowed them 
to produce a higher strength gin which has notes of tangy pink 
grapefruits, lemon, orange and spicy juniper throughout. Made with 
juniper, orris root, liquorice, star anise, lemon, orange and grapefruit 
zest.

TANQUERAY FLOR DE SEVILLA (Edinburgh)            41.3%                                                                                                    

A unique distilled gin made with Sevilla orange essences and other 
fine botanicals.  Inspired by Charles Tanqueray’s original recipes and 
the ripening oranges growing on the trees in sun drenched Seville, the 
result is a perfect balance of the uniquely bitter sweet taste of Seville 
oranges and the complexity of Tanqueray London Dry Gin.

THE KURE (Whitby)                                                                38.0%                                                                                                    

An intense floral gin made with a selection of botanicals including 
lavender, cucumber, rocket and cardamom, among others. A big wave 
of freshly picked lavender sits at the fore, backed up by fragrant citrus 
and a vegetal hint of cucumber.

WARNER’S RHUBARB (Northamptonshire)               40.0%                                                                                                    

The original rhubarb gin. Inspired by a crop of rhubarb grown in 
Queen Victoria’s own kitchen garden, one third of this bottle is freshly 
pressed rhubarb juice. Fresh, tangy rhubarb explodes on the nose 
with a pinch of black pepper. The palate gives complex and mouth-
watering rhubarb with cardamom and sweet orange. Rhubarb returns 
with cinnamon for a long, sweet finish.

WHITLEY NEILL PARMA VIOLET (Liverpool)             43.0%                                                                                                    

A luxurious handcrafted gin of exceptional quality with bright vibrant 
flavours of juniper followed by an herbaceous floral note from the 
violet. The aromatic violet flower infuses a subtle floral note to the 
smooth English gin base for a vibrant intense taste of Italian elegance.
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The Brunswick, 1 Railway Terrace, Derby, DE1 2RU • Telephone: 01332 290677
brunswickderby@aol.com, www.brunswickderby.co.uk

BRUNSWICK  B
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ING  COM

PA
N

Y
BRUNSWICK  B
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ING  COM
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N

Y

WEDNESDAY 2ND TO 
SATURDAY 5TH OCTOBER 2019
• 50 ales plus real 
  ciders & craft gins 
• Barbeque
  (weather permitting)
• Live music Thursday
  & Saturday 8.30pm

Brunswick
BEER FESTIVAL

The
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T: 07834 353 807
E: sales@aaabrewery.co.uk
www.aaabrewery.co.uk

The Old Milking Parlour, 
Lydgate Farm, Aldwark, Grangemill, Matlock 
Derbyshire DE4 4HW

How it all began....
In early 2017, a chemist, a 
farm girl, 2 kids, a labrador, 
and a few cows & sheep, set 
out to convert their milking 
parlour into a micro 
brewery.. And they did..

Now using water from their 
own bore hole, �ltered 
through the strong 
limestone hills of the peak 
district, and with the �air of 
a chemist as unique as his 
beers, they have created 
the ‘AAA’ range of craft ales..  
The cows hope you enjoy 
the beer as much as they 
enjoy the grains...

4.2% ABV

FRANKENSTEIN
porter

5.4% ABV

4.6% ABV




